
CAREER WEEK 2018 

THE PROGRAM
Working in the 21st Century

Your Guide to choosing Focus Block 

sessions week of October 16-18



WELCOME TO CAREER WEEK 2018
Tuesday Oct 16 to Thursday Oct 18

 All focus blocks are about exploring careers. To find your way around the 

options, click the career you are interested & read more about the presenter. 

To go back, click the icon in bottom right of your page

 Presenters are volunteering their time to give you a flavour of what a career 

in their field might look like. Many of them have impressive academic and 

professional careers. Please don’t feel intimidated by it but find inspiration. 

Ask lots of questions & engage.

 Made your choice? Sign up for your focus block. If your session is full, take 

your second choice. Check back as a few sessions every day will be moved to 

a larger space & more seats will open up!



UPDATES TO CAREER WEEK 2018
Tuesday Oct 16 to Thursday Oct 18 -

 New presentations added:

 Tuesday - 118 – Sam Hatfield – Project Manager & Mechanical Engineer

 Thursday – 317 – Jessica Sweetnam – LaSalle College on game design, animation and 

graphic design programs and careers

 Thurdsday – 318 – Mark Kamachi – on Advertising & Design

 Other changes:

 Tuesday – 117 – Greg Kennedy – will focus on policing & detective work involving 

investigations into gangs, robberies and murders 

 Some rooms/locations have changed – check next week on the lastest! 
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101 – Laura Bird, Respiratory Therapist

Alberta Children’s Hospital

 I graduated from high school in 2005 and completed the EMR (Emergency Medical 
Responder) and EMT (Emergency Medical technician) programs at SAIT. After completing 
those programs I knew I wanted to work in a medical profession but pre hospital care wasn’t 
a perfect fit so I applied for the Respiratory Therapy program at SAIT, which I completed in 
2011. 

 I have been working at the Alberta Children’s Hospital ever since and love every minute. I 
am a member of the pediatric transport team in which I fly via STARS helicopter or fixed 
wing aircraft to rural hospitals in southern Alberta and BC to treat sick children and bring 
them safely to Calgary. I also work for the Kid SIM program running medical simulations for 
training purposes and have recently finished the ECLS (Extra-corporeal life support) 
specialist training. 

 Learn about working at Alberta Children’s Hospital, specialized medical careers and SAIT

BREATHING LIFE IN YOUR CAREER

Go 

Back



102 – Dr. William G de Haas, FRCSC
Medical Doctor – Plastic Surgeon

 Dr. de Haas is a plastic surgeon who has been practicing in Calgary at the 

Foothills Medical Centre since 1994. He has a BSc specializing in pharmacology 

and toxicology, and his MD with subsequent specialization in plastic surgery 

(FRCSC). 

 He has studied and practiced all over the world. In his practice he deals with 

facial trauma, burns, finger and hand reattachments, cancer reconstruction 

as well as some cosmetic surgery.

 Learn about being working as a medical doctor in Plastic Surgery

WHAT A PLASTIC SURGEON REALLY DOES

Go 

Back



103 – Adam Loria, Alberta Heath Services

Public Education Officer

 Adam Loria is a paramedic with Emergency Medical Services (EMS) in Calgary, AB. He was 
born and raised in Calgary and has been a paramedic here for 10 years. He currently holds a 
Public Education Officer position with EMS. His major responsibilities within this role, 
include: media relations, public affairs & community education and injury prevention.

 Adam completed his four years of post secondary education at SAIT.

 He grew up having a childhood dream of being a paramedic, and also takes pride in being a 
positive advocate for EMS.

 Learn about careers in EMS, studying at SAIT, working for Alberta Health Services

WORKING IN EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

 Adam Loria is a paramedic with Emergency Medical Services (EMS) in Calgary, AB. He was 
born and raised in Calgary and has been a paramedic here for 10 years. He currently holds a 
Public Education Officer position with EMS. His major responsibilities within this role, 
include: media relations, public affairs & community education and injury prevention.

 Adam completed his four years of post secondary education at SAIT.

 He grew up having a childhood dream of being a paramedic, and also takes pride in being a 
positive advocate for EMS.

 Learn about careers in EMS, studying at SAIT, working for Alberta Health Services

Go 

Back



 After high school Dan joined the Royal Canadian Navy and received free education 
in Marine Engineering Technology & was posted across the world after. After 6 yrs
in the Nave he left the forces with a Red Seal Millwright ticket & 4th class power 
engineering certification.

 Dan is a 4th year electrician apprentice and works part-time in the Navy as reservist

 Learn about the trades, working in Armed Forces & why you should consider a career in 
them.

WORKING WITH YOUR HANDS: A CAREER IN THE TRADES

Go 

Back

104 – Dan Kleer

Electrician & education through the Navy



105– Joe McFarland, Host for Calgary Today radio

 Joe McFarland is the host of Calgary Today from 3.30pm to 6pm every weekday. 

He has also been the news director at News Talk 770, Country 105, and Q107. He's 

also the game-day host for the Calgary Hitmen and U. of C. Dinos football team, 

also filling in for the Flames, Roughnecks and Stampeders. After starting his 

career in radio in Lloydminster, he made stops in Medicine Hat, Calgary, back to 

Medicine Hat, then back to Calgary, where he's been since 2010. 

 Learn about careers in Radio, Journalism & Event host

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS & TOMFOOLERY

Go 

Back



106 – Cst. Nathan Moore

RCMP officer

CAREER IN LAW ENFORCEMENT

 The Canadian national police service and an agency of the Ministry of Public Safety 

Canada. It is a national, federal, provincial and municipal policing body.

 There is no other police force in Canada that provides the levels of services and 

variety offered by the RCMP. With over 150 specializations a career with the RCMP 

is full of opportunity for continued learning and growth.

 The RCMP offers a career like no other. If you want to make a difference in your 

community and your country, explore what we have to offer and discover a career 

that is nowhere near ordinary!

 Learn about career in law enforcement

Go 

Back



107 – Tyler Swystun, Student Ambassador 

Ministry of Advanced Education

 Tyler is a UofC student in Natural Sciences who LOVES playing hockey & this 

earned him a number of scholarships

 As ambassador for the Ministry of Advanced education, she presents on post-

secondary planning through personal experience and the Learning Clicks website. 

 Learn first hand about the different option available, scholarships/bursary, 

studying abroad, transferring credits and more.

 Be sure to pick up swag and resources to take home and reference later!

POST-SECONDARY PLANNING – FROM A STUDENT LIKE YOU

Go 

Back



108 – Sarah Bridson, recruitor

Queens University

 Sarah is a recruitor for Queens University

 Learn all about studying at Queens university

UNIVERSITY PRESENTATION: QUEENS UNIVERSITY

Go 

Back



109– Leah Gibson, Electrical Engineer

CNOOC Nexen Energy

 Leah grew up in Bragg Creek & is a SCHS grad. She completed her BSc in Engineering 
at the UofC in 2011 which had led her to a successful career thus far.

 She spend most of the time in the outdoors in her youth and getting out into the Rocky 
Mountains has always trigger her enthusiasm for a challenge, both physically and 
mentally.

 Learn about what it’s like taking engineering, what you learn and what you can do 
with the degree – the doors it can open & igniting your creativity.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING : THE INSIDE SCOOP OF RECENT GRAD

Go 

Back



110 – Michael Kurtz, Design Director

Under the Roof Decorating 

 Michael Kurtz is an award winning designer with over 25 years of international experience in 
Industrial Design, Interaction Design and Graphic Design. Michael has a degree in Industrial 
Design from Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada and a Master's Degree in Ergonomics & 
Usability from Loughborough University in Loughborough, UK. 

 Prior to launching MKiD, Michael worked for a number of years at Nortel's Corporate Design 
Group in Canada and Europe focusing on areas as diverse as mobile device design, network 
product design, remote collaboration, voice interfaces and interface design research. After 
leaving the corporate world for the brave new world of the dot coms, Michael honed his 
skills as an interface designer and evaluator working as Design Director for companies like 
DocSpace and Critical Path, in Toronto, Calgary and San Francisco. Michael is currently 
Design Director at Under The Roof Decorating, a Calgary based product development and 
manufacturing company which creates solutions to "Help you create the home you love", 
including designing the award winning Hang & Level™ picture hanging tool. 

 Michael is a member of IDSA and the Usability Professionals Association.

 Learn about industrial design, app design, web design

BRINGING IDEAS TO LIVE

Go 

Back



111 – Loretta Bouwmeester, Lawyer

Mathews, Dinsdale & Clark LLP

 Loretta works as a lawyers in the area for Employment, Labour, Occupational Health 
and Safety and Workers’ compensation, and most of the time does so for employers

 Loretta defends employers in regulatory proceedings, and has appeared before all 
levels of Court in Alberta & the Labour Relations Board. She works to resolve conflict 
every day; the goal being to make a tough situation manageable and to get them 
resolved.

 Learn about the varied careers in law including Assistant, Paralegal, Lawyer and Judge

HOW I GOT INTO LAW AND HOW YOU CAN TOO…. 

ALONG WITH SOME SICK CASES ALONG THE WAY.

Go 

Back



112– Craig Fryzuk– Senior Vice President & Partner

BDO 

 Craig is a Chartered Insolvency and Restructering Professional and a Licenced 

Insolvency Trustee (LIT). Craig hels people and large companies facing major financial 

difficulties

 Craig also regularly presents (incl on radio & TV) on restructuring, budgeting and to 

take a proactive approach to financial health and wellness!

 Learn about Business and Managing your Money – How to get Rich

HOW TO GET RICH AND WHY DIDN'T THEY TEACH US THIS IN HIGH SCHOOL?

Go 

Back



113– Erika Barlow, CPA Alberta

Certified Professional Accountant

 Erika Barlow works for CPA Alberta in Business Development

 There’s no business like pro business. Find out what it takes to join the next 
generation of designated accountants in Alberta and earn your CPA 
designation.

 Learn about careers in Business, Finance and Accounting you can pursue with 
a CPA designation

EXPLORING CAREERS IN BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTING

Go 

Back



114 – Joanne Alexander

Encana – Executive VP & General Counsel

 Joanne is responsible for the overall legal affairs of Encana and its subsidiaries, and 
overseeing the company’s corporate compliance program.

 She graduated from the University of Saskatchewan with Bachelor degrees in Law and 
Commerce. She’s a member of the Bar in Alberta and Colorado.

 In 2014, Joanne was recognized as one of the Women’s Executive Network’s Top 100 
Most Powerful Women in Canada.

 Learn about different paths in careers in Law.

A CAREER IN LAW: DIFFERENT PATHS

Go 

Back



115– Janice Linehan – Manager Environmental Policy

Suncor Energy

 Janice is Manager of Environmental Policy at Suncor and works with teams 

of experts on issues around environmental policy. 

 Janice has her B.Sc in Marine Biology and Masters in Environmental 

Science. She’s also worked for Petro-Canada and has been fisheries 

biologist for AB & Federal government and a national non-profit 

organisation.

 Learn about a career in Environmental Science

A MARINE BIOLOGIST IN THE MIDDLE OF THE PRAIRIES – NOT REALLY A FISH OUT OF WATER!

Go 

Back



116 – Michael Shocrylas, Principal & Architect

Sho-Arc Bureau of Architecture

 Worked at a design and Architecture firm immediately upon graduating, gaining experience hours 
toward National Certification as an Architect.

 After 3 years started working in motion picture Set Design and Art Direction. Designed for large 
Hollywood studios for 14 years. Reached a pinnacle in career development as a part of the 
winning Academy Award design team for 'Chicago - the Movie' an adaptation of the Broadway hit 
with Catherine Zeta- Jones, Richard Gere, Renee Zellweger.

 Returned to Architectural Practice working for a large Firm and began teaching in the design and 
drawing disciplines. In 2010 opened his own Firm which he currently operates and designs luxury 
homes, restaurants, equestrian facilities, commercial and multi-family buildings and interiors.

 Learn about a career in Architecture & Design, Motion picture set design, Studying at Waterloo 
and Carleton and starting your own company

BE THE ARCHITECT OF YOUR CAREER

Go 

Back



117 – Greg Kennedy – Owner

Mountain’s Edge Renovations Inc.

 Greg worked for 20 years in policing in Toronto and Calgary. From 

patrol officer to detective duties and investigations into gangs, 

robberies and murders

 The last years he started his own business after finishing his 

career in policing

 Learn about a career in Policing and starting your own business

POLICE OFFICER IN CALGARY & TORONTO AND ON STARTING YOUR OWN COMPANY

Go 

Back



118 – Samantha Hatfield

WSP Canada – Project Manager 

 Samantha has worked for the last 2 years as a project engineer at WSP Canada which 
includes interacting with clients, creating engineering documents such as construction 
drawings, create and manage cost/budget estimates, schedules, project trackers and 
completing stress calculations

 Sam received an athletic scholarship to play soccer in Chicago at Northwestern University. 
She studied Mechanical engineering there because of her natural curiosity for how things 
work and how things were made.

 Learn about Mechanical engineering, project management and studying&playing in the USA

PROJECT MANAGER & MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Go 

Back



201– Bryan Gould – President and CEO

Aspenleaf Energy Limited

 Bryan was raised in Toronto and graduated from UofT with a Masters of Applied Science in 
Chemical Engineering. He joined Shell as reservoir engineer and moved to Calgary

 Bryan is a seasoned oil and gas executive with more than 25 years of experience with Shell 
and more than three years with Athabasca Oil Corporation. He has a track record in 
strategy implementation, and has completed over $20 billion of transactions, including 
corporate and asset acquisitions and sales, and joint ventures with large international 
corporations.

 Learn about Leadership, Engineering and Business

LEADERSHIP, ENGINEERING & BUSINESS

A DIVERSE AND REWARDING CAREER IN THE ENERGY INDUSTRY

Go 

Back



202 – Margaret Rozzi – Speech Language Pathology

Alberta Health Services

 Speech-language pathologists are highly-educated professionals who have a minimum 
of a master’s degree. It is a career that provides a multitude of options. Within our 
profession, you can specialize in specific disorders such as stuttering, articulation 
delays, dysphagia (swallow disorders) and voice disorders in specific clinics or choose 
to serve the general population suffering from multiple complications causing 
difficulty with communication and swallowing. It’s a wonderful career to follow 
throughout your life by helping others throughout theirs.

 Learn about careers in careers in Speech Language Pathology

SPEECH LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY – IMPROVING QUALITY OF LIVES FROM WOMB TO TOMB

Go 

Back



203– Michelle Sinclair 

Physiotherapist

 Michelle began her physio career in 1991. She was a competitive figure skater and had 
been a frequent physio patient. So she know all about it she thought.. 

 Then the first day of class the head of the physio department began his intro: ”So, for 
all of you who think physio is all about getting back into their sport, this may not be 
the profession for you.”

 Come and learn, the easy way, what Michelle and others have learned the hard way, 
about what physios really do. 

WHAT?? PHYSIOS DO THAT?

Go 

Back



204– Claudia Schaaf, Registered Architect

MTA – Urban Design Architecture Interior Design

 Claudia is a Senior Architect and partner at Mta with 20+ years of experience in design 

and implementation of building assignments for a variety of clinets ranging from local 

enterprises to globally-recognized corporations and agencies.

 Claudia’s experience includes Studio Management, Project Management, and 

Architectural Design and Programming. 

 Learn about working in Architecture and Design

ARCHITECTURE: CREATING MEMORABLE PLACES

Go 

Back



 Darrel is an Apprenticeship Consultant with the Government of Alberta – Apprenticeship 

and Industry Training. 

 In the presentation Darrel will give a complete overview of the trade opportunities 

available with the Apprenticeship structure.

 Learn about the trades & why you should consider a career in them

THE TRADES: CAREERS WITH A BRIGHT FUTURE

205 – Darrel Gordon, Consultant

Apprenticeship & Industry Training

Go 

Back



206 – Allan Leader, Cinematographer

Leader Productions – International photography, video & TV

 Allan Leader travels the world telling compelling stories for international documentaries, films, tv 
series, ad agencies, specialty channels, commercials and corporations. His travel experience reads 
like a National Geographic: Antarctica, China, Argentina, Indonesia, Croatia, USA, Bolivia, Yemen, 
Chile, Nigeria, Cayman Islands, Mexico, Ecuador, Panama, Japan & Vietnam, to name a few. 

 Allan brings 25 years of professional experience as a Cinematographer & visual storyteller in the 
television & film industry. He is member of the prestigious CSC- Canadian Society of 
Cinematographers, Academy of Canadian Cinema & Television, National Press Photographers 
Association & Alberta Media Production Industries Association.

 As an award winning Cinematographer, Allan has been recognized by professional organizations 
such as the Academy Awards, The Gemini Awards, Canadian Society of Cinematographers, 
National Press Photographers Association, Houston International Film Festival, Western Canadian 
News Photographers Association, The Southern Alberta Iris awards as well as Alberta Motion Picture 
Industry Association Awards.

 As Director of Photography & Associate Producer, Allan recently completed the Theatrical 
Documentary, ‘Unclaimed’. ‘Unclaimed’ recently was named on the Academy Awards list of 
finalists for an Oscar in the feature documentary category. Learn about

A VISUAL CAREER

Go 

Back



207 – Neal Ross, Lawyer & Partner

Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP

 Neal is a corporate lawyer and partner with national law firm. He practices corporate 

and securities law, with an emphasis on mergers & acquisitions, corporate finance and 

company governance matters.

 Neal is heavily involved in corporate finance work including public offering of debt and 

equity. Neal attended the University of Saskatchewan and clerked at the Court of 

Appeals for Saskatchewan

 Learn about the varied careers in corporate law

BEING A BUSINESS LAWYER

Go 

Back



208 – Tyler Swystun, Student Ambassador 

Ministry of Advanced Education

 Tyler is a UofC student in Natural Sciences who LOVES playing hockey & this 

earned him a number of scholarships

 As ambassador for the Ministry of Advanced education, she presents on post-

secondary planning through personal experience and the Learning Clicks website. 

 Learn first hand about the different option available, scholarships/bursary, 

studying abroad, transferring credits and more.

 Be sure to pick up swag and resources to take home and reference later!

POST-SECONDARY PLANNING – FROM A STUDENT LIKE YOU

Go 

Back



209 – Flloyd Noronha, recruiter

University of Toronto

 Sarah is a recruitor for University of Toronto

 Learn all about studying at university of Toronto at one of their 3 campuses

UNIVERSITY PRESENTATION: UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Go 

Back



210 – Sarah Vanderveen, MSc

Registered Psychologist

 Sarah has been a Registered Psychologist for the past four years. She 
graduated from the University of Alberta with a BSc., specialization in 
psychology in 2005. She received her MSc in Applied Psychology from 
University of Calgary in 2011.

 She has worked in a brain injury rehabilitation program in Ponoka for five 
years, as well as psychological assistant for several neuropsychologists in 
private practice. The current practice she works in focuses on brain injury 
assessment and consultation.

 Learn about career in psychology and counselling

CHOOSING PSYCHOLOGY AS A PROFESSION: 

HIGHLIGHTS OF WORK AS REGISTERED PSYCHOLOGIST

Go 

Back



211– Paula Worthington, Senior Account Director

North Strategic – a public relations agency

 Paula Worthington is an explorer in all facets of her life. Propelled by a “joie de vivre” 
philosophy, Paula is a public relations leader, strategic thinker, writer and adventurer. Her 
background encompasses all facets of communications, public relations, advertising, branding 
and marketing. 

 Living and working in Calgary, she’s known as a creative engine and passionate leader for North 
Strategic (North), Canada’s fastest growing public relations agency. 

 Her current client roster at North includes work with Sport Chek, Mark’s, Air Transat, Canadian 
Tire, Cadillac Fairview shopping centres, Twitter Canada, and other notable national and global 
brands.

 A passionate storyteller, Paula also contributes her energy to freelance travel writing in her spare 
time. Whether navigating the world of PR or a well-worn mountain trail, let Paula be your guide.

 Learn about Public relations, Marketing, & what it takes to make it

PUBLIC RELATIONS & MARKETING 
“IT IS GOOD TO HAVE AN END TO JOURNEY TOWARDS, BUT IT IS THE JOURNEY THAT MATTERS, IN THE END.”

Go 

Back



212 – Michelle Gayse-Leader & 

Tammi Christopher-Buchanan

 Michelle illustrious career in broadcasting began nearly three decades ago. After graduating from SAIT’s 
highly regarded Broadcast News program, she started in Radio & TV on the say Iraq invaded Kuwait – an 
exciting way to begin a career in news. She has worked in cities across Western Canada and joined CTV 
Calgary where she worked as a News Anchor, Writer, Producer and Reporter. She now runs a video 
production company with her husband. Together they travel the world filming documentaries, news and 
sports stories and reality television.

 Tammi is a sports broadcasting veteran. She worked at CTV-Calgary as a Sports Anchor, Reporter, Writer 
and Producer for over 20 years. She’s a pioneer as one of the first females to break into what was a 
male dominated profession. Tammi is also involved in the film industry, where she will be a judge and 
presenter at the upcoming Monaco International Film Awards.

 Learn about Sports broadcasting, news journalism, film industry & much more

A CAREER IN SPORTS AND NEWS JOURNALISM – GET THE INSIDE SCOPE

Go 

Back



213 – Matthew Pedersen - Pilot

WestJet

 Have you ever looked up at the sky and wondered what it would be like to fly that 

airplane overhead? Learn all about how to get into aviation and live that dream.

 Matt went to Mount Royal’s pilot program. He’s expert at flying small plans and 

recently joint Westjet

 Learn about a how to become a pilot & what it’s like.

LIFE IN THE SKY

Go 

Back



214 – Ty Pilson, Director Digital & Social Media

Calgary Sports and Entertainment Corporation

 Ty is the Director of Digital and Social Media with Calgary Sports and Entertainment 

Corporation 

 He send 20 years in newpaper business, as a resport in both news and sports at 

weekly and dialy level. Has been Calgary Sun’s Sports Editor and now as Director 

Digital content and social media with Calgary Sports and Entertainment Corporation

 Learn about a career in journalism and marketing in a fun industry

MARKETING AT THE CALGARY FLAMES & OTHER COOL SPORTS TEAMS

Go 

Back



215 – Gwen Pease, her dog Kodiak & Carl Brault

Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)

 Gwen has a Bach. Of Human Justice from Mount Royal. At the CBSA, she’s worked at 

the Calgary airport, postal operations, land border projects and the last 1 ½ years as a 

dog handler at the Calgary airport with her best partner, Kodiak & loves his job.

 Carl….

 Learn about the many avenues to pursue within CBSA (from high school or w degree)

WILL YOU LIE TO ME? CANADA BORDER SERVICES AGENCY PRESENTATION

Go 

Back



216– Joel Seibert, Business owner

Mountain View Building Materials

 Springbank graduate in 1999, Diploma in Ornamental Horticulture and Bachelor of Science in Turf 
Management

 Although always content with where ever I was employed, I was always searching for the “A-ha” moment 
where all the stars aligned and I was surrounded with the right people, the right environment, the right 
industry, with the right challenges, and enough opportunities mixed with the perfect amount risk and 
uncertainty to keep me invested mentally.

 My path has gone from Graduating High School at 17 years of age and moving out to be a ski bum for 2 
seasons, to traveling, back to school at 21, to quitting that career to start my own business, to realizing 
that business was unable to give myself and my family what we needed or provide me with what I was 
craving internally, to finding my current career, and being completely consumed by the possibilities and 
directions I can go from here!

 My career path has been anything but predictable, but there has always been some constants. I look 
forward to sharing my career adventures with you.

 Learn about starting a business, lumber yard business & the construction trades, landscaping and never 
giving up

SO YOU WANT TO BE AN ENTREPRENEUR?

Go 
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217 – Andre Locker – Real Time Systems Analyst

AltaLink Control Centre

 Andre works for AltaLink Control Centre as an Real Time Systems Analyst. He is 

responsible for the management and support of the Energy Management System in 

the operations services team at Altalink.

 Andre is also member of the Canadian Armed Forces where he is a Communication 

Systems Information Specialist

 Learn about a careers in the TECH sector. 

WORKING IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN THE UTILITY SECTOR 

Go 

Back



218 – Lisa Jenkins – Recruitment specialist & career 

counsellor at ERP College

 Lisa is a recruitment specialist and career counsellor at ERP College.

 At ERP all programs are 3 to 12 months in length only and you learn a job or 

specific skill that will get you a job after it. 

 Consider it & get to test-drive a career before you commit 4+ years..

 Learn about different possibilities through going to a vocational college like ERP

TEST DRIVE A CAREER THROUGH QUICK DIPLOMA PROGRAM

Go 

Back



301 – Blake Sinclair, Dentist

Sinclair Meloff Dental

 Dr. J. Blake Sinclair has been practicing general dentistry in Calgary for 20 years now. Born 
and raised in Manitoba he obtained a Bachelor of science degree and then his Doctor of 
Medical Dentistry from the University of Manitoba in 1990 and 1995 respectively. 
Professionally he has served on committee for the Canadian Dental Association and currently 
serves as a tribunal board member with the Alberta dental association. 

 Helping those in need is important to our community not just here but abroad, Dr Sinclair has 
been a long standing member of the dental group “ Dentistry for All” providing dental care for 
those in underserved and impoverished areas of Guatemala and Nicaragua. A husband, a 
father of two, a skier, and a singer keep Dr Sinclair busy….and happy!

 Learn about working as a dentist & in a dentist office, volunteering

DENTISTRY FOR ALL

Go 
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302– Denise Neff, Nurse Clinician

Alberta Children’s Hospital

 Denise is in charge of Orthopedics in the operating room at the Alberta Children’s 

Hospital. She currently works with spine patients and orthopedic patients

 She’s worked in the ICU, telemetry and in the operating room and she’s been a nurse 

for 24 years 

 Learn about Orthopedics, the OR, nursing 

ORTHOPEDICS & WORKING IN THE OR

Go 

Back



303 – Adrianna Giuffre, PhD Student

Neuroscience University of Calgary

 Adrianna is a PhD Student in Neuroscience at the UofC. She has been involved in 

research at Alberta Health Services and working with Dr. Adam Kirton in the 

Paediatric Stoke program exploring many ways to improve the quality of life of 

children living with perinatal stroke.

 Learn about what it’s like to study Neurosciences, life at UofC, being involved in 

research both clinical and behavior sciences including the Transcranial Magnetic 

Stimulation Robot & more

STUDYING NEUROSCIENCE AT UOFC & RESEARCH AT THE CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL -

THE PAEDIATRIC STROKE PROGRAM
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304 – Steve Knudsen, Ph.D., P.Eng.
Computer & Electrical Engineer

 UofA Computer Engineering grad, M.Sc. In Medicine doing research with the 

first MRI systems in Alberta and received Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering from 

UofC with specialization in signal processing.

 He’s helped develop weather satellite reception systems, designed & built the 

first systems that became WIFI and Bluetooth. He’s been professor, startup

founder, and every position from Engineer-in-training to CTO and worked in 

Europe, Australia and North-America.

 Learn about the many places Computer and Electrical Engineering can take 

you and some of the leading-edge technologies 

ON BECOMING AN ENGINEER – WHAT YOU KNOW, WHAT YOU DON’T 

KNOW AND WHERE THAT TAKES YOU
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305 – Kaman Sandhy, Student Ambassador 

Ministry of Advanced Education

 As ambassador for the Ministry of Advanced education, he presents on post-

secondary planning through personal experience and the Learning Clicks 

website. 

 Learn first hand about the different option available, scholarships/bursary, 

studying abroad, transferring credits and more.

 Be sure to pick up swag and resources to take home and reference later!

POST-SECONDARY PLANNING – FROM A STUDENT LIKE YOU
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306 – David Deere, Chief Technical Pilot

WestJet

 Captain David Deere is a 15-year pilot at WestJet.  His aviation career includes 17 
years in the Royal Canadian Air Force flying CF-18 and CF-5 fighter jets as well as 
serving as outer left wingman in the Canadian Snowbirds Air Demonstration Team.  He 
transitioned to the airline industry in 1998 where his technical experiences lead to a 
standards position on Flight Operations management team.  Captain Deere took over 
the lead of the WestJet Advanced Navigation programs in 2006.  

 In addition to his scheduled passenger flying and Technical Test Pilot duties at WestJet, 
Captain Deere works closely with Air Traffic Control, Airports and Transport Canada to 
help design and implement high-definition space-based navigation procedures.  He 
lives in Bragg Creek.

 Learn about a career as a pilot and working in the military, Royal Military Academy

A FLYING CAREER: FROM AIR FORECE TO AIRLINE
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307 – Matt Dalidowicz

Crown Prosecutor

 Matt has been a crown prosecutor with Alberta Justice for over 10 years and 

has appeared in all levels of court including the Supreme Court of Canada and 

prosecuted nearly every offence from theft to murder.

 Matt is a springbank alumus & was the valedictorian in the class of 1999

 Learn about a career in law as a crown prosecutor

THE LAW AND ORDER: DAY IN THE LIFE OF A CROWN PROSECUTOR
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308 – Taryn Szautner

MC College

 MC College is a school offering programs in Hairstyling, Esthetics and Fashion Design

 Learn about programs at MC College that will get your career started in the Beauty 

and Fashion Industry.

CAREERS IN THE BEAUTY AND FASION INDUSTRY
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309 – Stephanie Plamondon MD 

Clinical Associate Professor – Neurosciences Dept. @ UoC

 Stephanie trained in a Bach. Of Human Kinetics at the University of Windsor, MD from 
McMaster University. Inspired by a lifelong interest in therapeutic exercise and the 
study of human movement, she completed her Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 
(PMR) Residence. 

 In her medical practice, she focuses on Neuromuscular rehabilitation and medical 
education.

 Learn about Medical careers, being a doctor, and careers in Kinesiology

REHABILITATION MEDICINE – HUMAN MOVEMENT & THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE
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310 – Nicole Kinaschuk – speech-language pathologist

Alberta Children’s Hospital

 Nicole has been a speech-language pathologist for 20 years and worked in a variety of 

settings including schools, hospitals, preschools and private practice.

 Currently Nicole works at Alberta Children’s Hospital and is making a difference in 

peoples lives in helping them to communicate. She works with people who have 

autism, down syndrome, cerebral palsy, strokes, brain injury and others.

 Learn about careers in careers in Speech Language Pathology & career in the medical 

field

SPEECH LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY – WHAT IS IT & HOW TO BECOME ONE?
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311 – Dr. Greg Long, Chiropractor & business owner

Proactive Health

 Dr. Greg Long graduated from Palmer College of Chiropractic, California and 
started the ProActive Health Clinic in Cochrane. Dr. Greg specializes in soft tissue 
therapy, movement therapy and acupuncture as well as all forms of chiropractic. 
He’s also advanced level yoga teach

 Learn in a fun and interactive way about a career as a chiropractor, working with 
athletes, acupuncture, yoga and integrated health. 

 What is the difference between ‘health care’ and ‘sickness care’? How do we keep 
our bodies healthy? How do we find balance in our lives?

A CAREER AS A CHIROPRACTOR – INTEGRATED HEALTH
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312 – Pari Chehrehsa

Artist, teacher & fashion design business

 Pari is a textile/fashion designer and visual arts instructor. She immigrated to Canada 

in 2000 and worked hard to follow her passion. She’s worked as instructor with ACAD 

and taught fashion design, textile arts, fine arts and graphic design for over 10 years

 In 2016 Pari started a new phase and established her own line of clothing with a focus 

on two prodcuts: hand painted silk scarves and hand crafted competitive level sports 

clothing

 Learn about how to have a career using art and applying art in careers.

FOLLOWING YOUR PASSION AND LIVING A CREATIVE LIVE & CAREER
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313 – Sheldon Dyck, Entrepreneur

and Chief Investment Officer

 Sheldon is an entrepreneur and Chief Investment Officer. He started 3 companies (the 

first he started in college). His largest business grew to $14 Billion in assets.

 Sheldon has won award for best mutual fund investments in Canada, is a member of 

Mensa, a Harvard Business School Alumni and CFA. He serves o.a. on the board of the 

Calgary Zoo (because how else do you get to play with penguins?)

 Learn about Careers in investing & starting your own business.

WHAT ARE INVESTMENTS EXACTLY AND HOW DO YOU START A COMPANY?
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314 – Baruch Laskin, owner / founder

Accolade Entertainment & Bragg Creek Brewery

 Baruch is a magician & owns his own company ‘Accolade Entertainment’ and is also 

the founder of Bragg Creek Brewery 

 Have you ever wanted to learn how to JUGGLE, make something DISAPPEAR, or BUILD 

a hotel? Well today’s the day! We’ll delve into all of these areas plus more and soon 

you will be making your own magic. The session will be led by professional entertainer 

and Renaissance man Baruch Laskin.

 Learn about following your passion and entrepreneurship

MAGIC, JUGGLING AND RACE TRACKS
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315 – Paul Neumeister, Staff Development Engineer

Enerplus

 The oil and gas industry has been a driver of the Alberta economy for more than 50 years 
and will continue to play an important role in the future. What are the opportunities for an 
Engineer in this key industry?

 Paul Neumeister is currently a Staff Development Engineer on the Canadian Deep Gas Team 
for Enerplus in their Calgary Office. Since joining Enerplus in 2009, his focus has been the 
evaluation and development of Unconventional Resource plays. Paul’s career in the oil and 
gas industry began in 1994 after graduating with a Bachelor of Science in Petroleum 
Engineering from the Colorado School of Mines. Over his 21 year career, he worked both in 
the USA and Canada in most of the oil and gas producing regions. Paul is a registered 
engineer in Alberta and is a member of APEGA and SPE. 

 Learn about some key roles engineers play in the oil and gas industry and the characteristics 
an Engineer requires to succeed in this dynamic market.

OIL & GAS ENGINEERING
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316 – Kara Bonikowsky, Assistant Vice-Principal

Springbank Community High School

 Kara Bonikowsky is Assistant-Principal at Springbank Community High School

 Learn about the reward of teaching students with exceptional needs and the positive 

impacts and power of art therapy on student wellness.

 Learn about career as Teacher, Assistant P rincipal and Art Therapist

BECOMING A TEACHER AND/OR ART THERAPIST TO SUPPORT KIDS WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS
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317– Jessica Sweetnam, representative 

LaSalle College Vancouver

 Jessica Sweetnam is a representative for the LaSalle College in Vancouver. 

She will talk about the different career options in the creative field based on 

the programs offered at the Art Institute. 

 Learn about career options in Graphic & web design, Game Design & 

programming, Animation, 

 (and also Interior Design and Fashion Design & Culinary)

CREATIVE CAREERS IN DESIGN / MEDIA ARTS / FASHION / CULINARY
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318 – Mark Kamachi– owner of Admaki

Advertising & Design 

 Mark is the owner of Admaki

 Learn about advertising, design, marketing, creative professions, 

entrepreneurship

 Mark is also counsellor for Rocky View County

LIVING OUTSIDE THE BUBBLE
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